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I see what
looks like a huge flying
saucer suspended in the
air above us.

The outer edge of it
is like a very wide corridor.
There seem to be live beings
in this outer circle.
The center of
the saucer seems
to be hollow.
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HE ROOF OR DOME of this vehicle looks like it’s
T
comprised of zillions* of rays of some type of
energy, all crisscrossing in every which way across the
top of the saucer like a type of energy force field.

Its radiance is an absolutely brilliant
golden glow. Its pulsations are right in
rhythm with the sound it’s emitting.
This dome also gives off comforting
warmth.
LL AROUND
A
the circumference of this
vehicle there
are so many
keys hanging
that it looks
like a fringe
hanging on the
edge. The keys
look like they’re
made of fire!

The
firepower of
the keys!

The keys are gently moving and strike each
other. It makes the most beautiful outof-this-world sound of chimes, which are a
comfort, but also bring warning.
*zillion: quantity so huge it cannot be counted
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OW THE SAUCER IS BEGINNING TO SPIN AROUND and around very fast,
N
which causes the keys to stick straight out from the edge of the
saucer. The energy from the force field of the dome is magnified hundreds
of times over, and is gushing into the keys and then out all over!

It’s similar to
the energy
that Tola and
Tor are able
to discharge
and pour forth
to defeat our
enemies.
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UT BEYOND US it is very
O
dark, and there are
all kinds of ugly-looking
creatures—demon beings.

Mixed in with these
ugly monsters I see a
few nice-looking beings
too—handsome men and
beautiful women—that
are also very, very evil.
But they can’t harm us.

S THE SAUCER SPINS and the keys on the edge emit their tremendous
A
power, it creates a force field over us and around us that cannot be
penetrated. This power keeps these evil ones away.
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EXT THE SAUCER
N
SLOWS DOWN,
and again hovers
peacefully overhead.
The keys dangle
again like they’re
flowing in a gentle
breeze, and when
they do, I hear the
chimes, which is very
comforting.

The sound of the chimes makes me feel
totally protected. At the same time, they
are signaling me. They reveal the Devil’s
plans, so that we can avoid his traps.
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You have
seen one of the
many heavenly key
craft.

The key craft are
for use by those who follow
and obey Me and use key
power in their lives.
This gift is for
those who live in My Word
by reading, absorbing and
applying My Words.

Lord, help me
to put Your Word
into practice!

HE OUTER CORRIDOR of the key craft transports spirit beings
and helpers that are ready to assist you in any way you need,
T
especially whenever danger is near. Not one of Satan’s evil followers
is a match for these helpers.
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HE KEY CRAFT transports the might and power and energy of the keys.
T
It is spiritual, so instruments of man cannot detect it, yet it is real,
and it is to assist you in these Last Days.
I tell you
there’s nothing
out there!

Jesus, bless
our witnessing
today!

Jesus, please
guide us to the
right house.

HE CHIMES
T
SIGNAL YOU to
walk in vigilance*
and prayer. At the
same time they
give you peace,
knowing that the
keys are with you
and are at your
command.

We claim key
power to help us
know where
to go.

Yes, where
we can witness
about Your
love.
*vigilance: watchfulness
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HE DOME OF THE SAUCER is made of energy
T
rays of key power. The keys sing you a new
song—a song of power, strength, and courage,
a song of comfort and faith, a song of victory
of the Last Days.

I don’t know
why, but I get a
check that we
should skip this
house.

The keys go before you.
You are never alone.

It’s a
warning from
the key craft.

Acknowledge the
keys in all your ways
and they will lead
you. They will chime
in your ear, warning
you of danger spots,
signaling you which
direction to take,
giving you checks of
My Spirit.

BAR K!

BAR K!
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(Vision continues:) I see different scenes of other Family
members under a key craft and within the walls of energy.
I see a Family Home of about 10 members sitting at
a table enjoying a meal and fellowshipping together.
They’re under a craft with the rays of energy coming
down all around them.

I see Family members
getting Activated
subscriptions, and the
same wall of energy is
surrounding them.

I see two Family
members riding on a
city bus, and a craft
is hovering over them,
shining down its rays
of energy around
them.

I see a Family
show group up on
stage, playing to
a large audience
of several
thousand people,
and they too
are in the center
of a craft’s
protective energy
rays, which are
surrounding
them.

Now I see the globe
and I see several
key craft. They’re
hovering over
countries where the
Family is living and
working, and the key
crafts are shining
down their rays over
the Family in those
countries.
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HEN YOU CALL ON THE KEYS, you rev up
W
the engines of the key craft, setting it
spinning, releasing in great force its energy
to destroy all evil.

There are many,
many key crafts. They
go wherever the power of
the keys is needed and
called upon.
I hold nothing back
from those who call on the keys
of the Kingdom of Heaven and
tune in to their chimes.
Let them protect,
guide and comfort you.
Hear the chimes and be
strong.
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Other Heavenly Space Vehicles
Jesus:
S I showed
Grandpa the
incredible space
vehicle that
transports the
Heavenly City; as I
showed Ezekiel many
powerful heavenly
wheels, and pictures
of My heavenly

A

transporters and the throne of God;
as I showed John pictures of the
future and of the heavenly realm—
so do I show to you this absolutely
invincible vehicle!—The key craft,
energy station of My key power.
(Note: For further study, read
Ezekiel 1:4–28, Revelation 4, and
“Spaceship,” ML #624:1–53, Vol.5.)

